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Matching procedures, related to the group structure of block-spin renorrnalization, are pro-

posed for an optimal choice of parameter-dependent transformations. The method also allows

to determine the parameter's dependence on the reduced coupling near the fixed point. Appli-

cations to linear transformations for two- and three-dimensional Ising models and two-

dimensional three-, four-, and five-state Potts systems are reported. With simple approxima-

tions good estimates of critical couplings and exponents are obtained. Results for the two-
1

dimensional spin-
2

XY system and their possible implications, as far as an eventual transition is

concerned, are discussed. Some applications to nonlinear transformations are also considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

A general and important problem in the position-
space renormalization approach" is that of choosing
an appropriate transformation. For example, how
should one fix the values of free (or apparently free)
parameters entering the definition of the transforma-
tion? The present paper is primarily concerned with

this problem.
A typical case is that of linear transformations, '

which should possess nontrivial short-range fixed
points only for a well-defined value of the specifying
parameter; in approximations, however, we. generally
get fixed points, with different critical behaviors, for
a whole range of values of this parameter. Apart
from this example, even in the case where we a priori

expect a certain amount of freedom in the definition
of the transformation, in practice we experience that
the approximate critical properties predicted by the
approach never show independence from the parame-
ters determining the transformation, as they should.

A possible strategy in this kind of situation is to
exploit the freedom in the specification of the
transformation, in such a way as to optimize it,
within a given approximation; this must be done fol-
lowing an appropriate criterion, capable of giving us
finally unique and, possibly, reliable results as far as
critical properties are concerned.

In cases like that of linear transformations, a cri-
terion for fixing the optimal transformation has the
additional important significance of yielding the best
approximate realization of its unique allowed deter-
mination.

With this work we propose a new kind of optimali-

zation criterion, based on very general group struc-
ture properties of block-spin renormalization; we test
this criterion on a large variety of spin systems and
transformations with rather satisfactory results, if
compared with those given by different methods of
similar complexity. In its simplest version this cri-
terion was already discussed in a previous note. 4

The most widely applied and successful optimaliza-
tion procedure, in the last few years, has certainly
been the one introduced by Kadanoff et a/. '. In their
method an approximate transformation is construct-
ed, generating a free energy with a rigorous upper or
lower bound character with respect to the true one;
the parameters are then fixed such as to optimize this
bound. In spite of some impressive successes in the
determination of critical exponents, after a more
careful analysis these variational procedures turned
out to be seriously limited as far as a fully consistent
applicability is concerned. This is due to the fact
that in certain cases singularities can start developing
in the transformation, when the parameters are made
coupling dependent. Only quite recently a new ver-
sion of this variational method has been devised, '
working within the limits of the first-order cumulant
expansion, but not suffering of the above-mentioned
pathology.

The merit of the approach presented in the present
paper, in our opinion, is not limited to the immediate
practical advantages, like the very accurate predic-
tions for the critical temperature. It is certainly an
equally important achievement that it allows us to
write the optimal parameter as a function of the cou-
pling strength near criticality, without contradicting
the basic assumptions of regularity of the renormali-
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zation approach. Indeed, this determination turned
out to be possible in all cases, giving also rise to quite
reasonable results for the exponents.

Unlike the above-mentioned variational approach,
the equations determining the behavior of the param-
eter as a function of the coupling do not contain
derivatives of the free energy, which is singular at
criticality; they only contain derivatives of renormali-
zation transformations, because they express con-
straints originating from the group structure of the
transformations themselves. This indeed makes our
method safe from the danger of singularities con-
fluent in the transformation.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Secs. II
and III we present the main features of our matching
procedures and outline the typical context of their ap-
plication. In Sec. IV a comment is given on the
results contained in.Tables I, II, III, and IV; these
results refer to two- and three-dimensional Ising and
two-dimensional three-, four-, and five-state Potts
systems, and are obtained working mostly with strict-
ly linear transformations. Some applications to non-
linear transformations are discussed in Sec. V; for
these results a comparison can be made with what
one finds following the free-energy optimalization
strategy. In Sec. VI we report about an instructive
application of the method to the puzzling spin-

2
XY

system in two dimensions. The paper concludes with
Sec. VII, in which some difficulties are also discussed
and further possible developments are outlined.

II. MODELS AND RENORMALIZATION
TRANSFORM ATIONS

Except for the case of the two-dimensional spin- —,

XY modell, to be discussed in Sec. VI, we are con-
cerned with classical, s-state Potts-like systems on
two- and three-dimensional lattices. At each lattice
site, i, a variable 0-; can take on s different values,
say o-& =1,2, . . . , s, and the reduced nearest-
neighbor Hamiltonian H, has the form

(2.1)

For s =2, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.1') reduce to the most
familiar Ising Hamiltonian.

The first step, in the standard setup of a real-space
renormalization scheme, is that of dividing the origi-
nal lattice, with lattice distance a, into blocks of 1

spins (d is spatial dimensionality), forming together a
lattice of the original type, but with rescaled distance
a' =a/. New variables, p, , are then associated with
these cells, numbered by 0.. A weight function
P ( ( p, }, {a. }) is defined, satisfying certain positivity
and normalization constraints; the renormalized
Hamiltonian H'({p, }) is then obtained through the
basic relation,

H'((p, })=In[Trl~ie""~"P((p, }, {o.})] (2.3)

the trace being over all o- spin configurations.
The nature of an operation like Eq. (2.3) is such

that it in general maps an initial nearest-neighbor
Hamiltonian into a much more complicated one, with
an infinite number of interactions, in principle8; thus
Eq. (2.3) actually induces a transformation in an in-

finite dimensional coupling parameter space. In ap-
proximations, however, only truncated versions of
the full transformation are realized, arid in the fol-
lowing we will restrict ourselves to the most simple
ones, namely those involving only the nearest-
neighbor interaction E. Complications met in apply-
ing the method to transformations acting in higher
dimensional spaces are discussed in Sec. VII.

We will mainly deal with one-parameter-dependent
weight functions of the linear type, which for Potts-
like systems can be written, indicating by q this
parameter,

P, ((p}, ( })=Q —,
' I+q $(p.. .) . (2.4)

a isa

where (, ) indicates scalar product and a.;, oj are
unit vectors which can only point to the vertices of
an (s —1)-dimensional hypertetrahedron in spin
space. In this language Eq. (2.1) becomes

(2.1')

where P ' =ksT, 8 is a Kronecker delta, and (ij)
means restriction over nearest-neighbor pairs. In the
following, for the calculation of magnetic exponents,
we will eventually consider small external field per-
turbations added to Eq. (1), of the form

A different, nonlinear type of weight function will be
considered in Sec. V.

The (approximate) transformation induced by
weights like Eq. (2.4) in the interaction space, accord-
ing to Eq. (2.3), will be written

K' =ft'&(K, q), (2.5)
s hx g

1

s —1 . &' s

The above systems can also be vie~ed as a kind of
(s —1)-dimensional vector spin model, according to
the relation

where for clarity the rescaling factor associated with
the transformation is explicitly reported as super-
script. We practically find that the approximate
transformation (2.5) allows in general for an infinite
set of nontrivial fixed point solutions,

= s ' [1 + (s —1)( o;, a.i) ] (2.2) K' =f ' (K;q) (2.6)
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corresponding to different values of the parameter q,

q =qt'l(K"). Moreover these fixed points are not at
all physically equivalent, giving rise to different criti-
cal temperatures and exponents.

These circumstances lead to the need of a criterion
for fixing the parameter q; this goes together with the
hope that this criterion also chooses the "best" set of
results among the whole infinity of possibilities which
are left by Eq. (2.5).

III. GROUP STRUCTURE AND MATCHING
PROCEDURES

In this section we want to show how the group
structure properties, implicit in every block-spin re-
normalization approach, can naturally provide this
criterion.

Resummation schemes like that of Eq. (2.3), typi-

cal of the construction of renormalization transforma-
tions, always imply the existence of semigroup struc-
tures for the transformations themselves. For
transformations in real space, the semigroup is gen-
erally a discrete one, with elements given by all the
powers of an initial generating transformation. Using
here the notation P, for indicating a general, not
necessarily linear, q-dependent weight function, its
nth power (P,)"(n =1,2, . .. ) is obtained from P, us-

ing Eq. (2.3); for example, with n =2 we have

(P,)'((v), (o )) =Trl„lP ((v), (N ))P, ((p, ), (o ))

(3.1)

~here Trl-„» is a trace over the cell variables of Eq.
(2.4), playing here the role of intermediate variables.

By definition, indeed, (P,) associates v variables to
cells of cells (described by p, 's) of the initial o spins,
according to the same prescription as given by P, .
The resulting rescaling factor associated with (P~) is

thus t .
The linear weight has the useful property that the

weight (P,)"remains of linear type for every n; we

have, e.g. , that the square of Eq. (2.4) is simply

identically in K and q the following functional rela-
tionship'.

f~' ~(K,r(q)) =fo~(ft' (K.q), q) (3.4)

which is nothing else but relation (3.1) between
(P~)2 and Pq, as reflected in the corresponding
transformations. A straightforward consequence of
Eq. (3.4) is that, for every value of q, the fixed

points of f'" should also be fixed points of f" '.
As one can easily verify, however, if the two

transformations are computed independently, using
different approximations, the condition (3.4) turns
out in general to be far from being satisfied. For ex-

ample, if we indicate by qt' ~(K') the fixed point
(l2)value of q, as a function of K" for f" ', we find that

this function and qt'~(K") are not coincident, and have
even different ranges of definition. A typical situa-

tion, for q
' and q" ', is illustrated in Fig. 1.

It is thus an effect of approximations to violate
group structure properties like Eq. (3.4). This cir-

cumstance suggests us in a natural way, as criterion
for optimalization of the transformations, to choose
for the parameter q that value which fulfills the group
structure properties in the closest possible way.

Such a choice in itself appears very p1ausible, if we

realize that the group structure properties are directly
connected with the iterative character of renormaliza-
tion, which is of fundamental importance in the
whole approach. %e further note that, as men-
tioned in the Introduction, an optimalization of this
kind, not involving other quantities than renormaliza-
tion transformations, is particularly appealing, since
the problem of confluent singularities is certainly
avoided.

(P,) '( ( v }, ( o. )) = Q —,
'

1 + r (q) $ ( vr, o;)
r i E. l'

r(q) =q',
(3.2a)

(3.2b)

K' =f ' (K, r (q)) (3.3)

the transformation associated with Eq. (3.2a), an ob-
vious consequence of Eqs. (3.1) and (2.3) is that, if

(i2)computed "exactly, "' ft" and ft' ' should satisfy

I labeling. here cells of p, cells, with I' o- spins. If,
particularizing the notations to this linear case, we in-

dicate by K,
FIG. 1. Typical qualitative behavior of the functions q

I2)and q~' ) in the linear case; K, is the intersection abscissa,

taken as best fixed point of the two transformations, .f '

and f' 2
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8f&'~(K, q)
K K

C

(3.Sa)

and

Our criterion, of course, has to be tested in many
examples, in order to see whether or not it gives rise
to reasonable results; this is indeed one of the main
tasks to which the computational work reported here
has been devoted.

According to what we said above, we will select, as
(l~)"best" approximate fixed point for both ft" and fr' ~,

the one that corresponds to the intersection, if any, '

«')of the two curves q"'(K') and q" '(K') (see Fig. I).
In the following we will indicate by E, this abscissa
of intersection.

We want to preserve the strictly linear character of
the transformations, in particular the E independence
of the parameters q and r; the matching just
described is all we can do, being sufficient to deter-
mine completely and uniquely both transformations
within these limits.

Apart from the magnetic ones, also the thermal
(l~)eigenvalues of f"' and f" ', at the common fixed

point,

Restricting the discussion to the case of originally
linear weights, let us thus assume that q and r, the
parameters of P, and (P~)' in Eqs. (2.4) and (3.2),
respectively, become functions of E. It is easily real-
ized that the above-raised question then essentially
amounts to ask whether it is possible to determine
suitable q (K) and r (K) functions, such that the
identity

f ' (K r(K)) f(O(fo)(K q(K)) q(f O)(K q(K))))

(3.7)

is satisfied, with our approximate ft'~ and f~' ', not
only at the fixed point itself, but at least in an infini-
tesimal neighborhood of the fixed point.

Note that Eq. (3.7) on its own allows in principle a
large variety of possible solutions for q (K) and
r(K). It must be stressed, however, that the relation
(3.1) between P, and (P,)' imposes in the exact con-
text a strong further limitation on the choice of the
functions q(K) and r(K). Indeed, this further exact
constraint, again originating from the group structure
properties, gives us an additional equation for the
determination of our unknown functions. In the case
considered here (linear weights), relation (3.1) can
be translated into the equation

aft"&(K,.«))
K K

q-q«)(K ')
C

(3.Sb) r(K) —= q(K)q(f"'(K, q(E))) (3.8)

will not be simply related by a square power opera-
tion, as Eq. (3.4) would imply, but they will give rise
to two different estimates of the thermal exponent
Sr

yP' = ink. P'/lnl

Obtaining fully consistent solutions of the system
Eqs. (3.7)—(3.8) for general E is an extremely hard
task. We will limit ourselves to study the behavior of
q and r in the immediate neighborhood of the fixed

point +c . Note for this purpose that, if we impose

and (3.6)
r(K,")' = q(K') = q

' (E') (3.9)

y]' = Inks /lnl'

One may ask whether it is possible to modify and
push further the above simple scheme, by requiring
from the approximate transformations a more strict
and extensive satisfaction of group structure con-
straints like Eq. (3.4). The answer, to which the rest
of this section is devoted, is positive, as far as we ac-
cept to allow for a K dependence of the parameters
appearing in the transformations.

In the linear case, this amounts to a modification
of the character of the transformations, which, strict-
ly speaking, should afterwards be regarded as belong-
ing to the more general class of nonlinear ones. '

This however should not cause trouble, because, at
least in our opinion, there is nothing very fundamen-
tal in the distinction between linear and nonlinear
transformations.

where q
' and E,' have been previously defined, the

Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) above turn out to be automati-
cally satisfied for E =E,', which of course remains
the common fixed point also of these modified
transforrnations. If we now want to satisfy Eqs.
(3.7) —(3.8) also in a small neighborhood of K,', we
must allow r(E) and q(K) to deviate slightly from
their fixed point values:

r(K) =r(K,") +(K —K,")

(3.10)

q(K) =q(K,") +(K K,")—
dX ".

and we have to determine both derivatives. We
therefore differentiate Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) at
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K = K, with respect to K, and we obtain

&((./ ) 2 Bf + df dr

C C C

'df'" bf'" dq

8K z" 6q g' dK I(,
. ' (3.7')

dr (K) (
C

(

8f(I)

Bq
' dK

(

(3.8')

The first equality in Eq. (3.7') is a definition of the
new common thermal eigenvalue, XT'". Equations
(3.7') and (3.8') will in general allow us to determine
the two unknown quantities (dr/dK) ~»» and

C

(dq/dK)
~

», and thus h. r' and the corresponding

exponent

y, " = In)(P' / in/ . (3.l I)

The nonlinear system of Eqs. (3.7') and (3.8') allows

up to two real solutions, in general. At least in the
cases considered, however, one of them could easily
be excluded due to the corresponding abnormal mag-
nitude of the derivatives. The degree of the system

(I2)effectively reduces when f(') and f(' ) are computed
in first-order cumulant approximation, in which case
it has strictly only one solution.

As we will stress in Sec. V, the scheme outlined
above is in principle not limited to the case of
weights of the form (2.4). It should however be
remarked that this particular form sensibly simplifies
the calculations; it also allows some practical simplifi-
cations, which give the possibility of working with a
relatively low number of degrees of freedom in some
cases, as we will discuss in Sec. IV.

(q) In)/In2 (4.1)

This suggests us to look for a matching of the fixed
point value of q, q(t)(K'), with the fixed point value
of r, say r(3)(K'), elevated to the power In2/ln3.

Along the same lines, it can be seen that in this
case also the generalization to K-dependent parame-
ters is possible; after some algebra one finds the fol-
lowing equations in (dq/dK)(„» and (dr/dK))»»:

C C

ef (l') ()f(r)
+

BK g, 9f
dr

I(,
' dK I('

' Inl

(I2)f(' ) were computed by taking as unperturbed Hamil-
tonians the intracell Hamiltonians of the I and I'
spin cells, respectively.

It should be noted, ho~ever, that in order to
make the application possible to three dimensions, we
had to conceive a variant of the scheme, which we
discuss briefly below. Indeed, a cell of 26 Ising spins
is beyond any hope to be treated exactly with a com-
puter. %e managed to reduce this awkward number
to 27, corresponding to a decisively smaller 3 x 3 & 3
cell. To explain this variant method in its simplest
way, suppose we work on the square lattice with a
weight of the form (2.4), and assume that P~ groups
the spins in square 2 & 2 cells. Instead of considering
its second power (P~)2, which involves rather large
4 &4 cells, let us look at a different linear weight P,',
with a parameter denoted by r and smaller 3 x 3 cells.

It is clear that, even if both P, and P, are of the
same linear form, and involve square cells, there is
no simple algebraic connection between the two, like
between P, and (P,)'. Their transformations cannot
belong to the same semigroup, because 3 is not an
integer multiple of 2. However, if we consider (P~)"
and (P,), and allow both m and n to become very
large, with the ratio n/m approaching asymptotically
the irrational limit In3/In2, elementary arguments
show us that the two power transformations should
become as close to one another as we want, in this
limit; the analog of Eq. (3.2b) is then

IV. RESULTS FOR POTTS-LIKE SYSTEMS IN

T%0 AND THREE DIMENSIONS
' 8f(l)

(jK
8f())

9q z" dK, &'

1nl'

Most of our test calculations have been devoted to
various approximate linear transformations for Ising
systems on the two-dimensional triangular and
square, and the three-dimensional simple cubic lat-
tices. The approximations used were the simple
first-order cumulant expansion and the two-cell clus-
ter calculation, ' which both work in the one-
dimensional nearest-neighbor coupling space. The
smallest cells, with I spins, were the triangular
three-spin cell, the square four-spin cell, and the cu-
bic eight-spin cell, respectively, for the above-
mentioned lattices. In the cumulant case, f(" and

() f/) )) In) (4.2)

dr dq r (K ) I () )I))lnr/)nl

dK», ' dK»'q(K») I )
()) (4.3)

where h. r" has been defined in Eq. (3.5), and we in-

dicated by I and I' the rescaling factors of the two
transformations which are considered.

It is worth noting that the above-mentioned
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TABLE I. Results for the Ising model on the triangular lattice. The magnetic exponents yI, and yI, are obtained consid-

ering magnetic perturbations in the respective transformations at the fixed point. The exponent yrt 3 3) is obtained by allowing

a K'-dependent parameter q„as described by Eq. (3.11).

f83) y (V3) y)3) y (3) )433),

Cumulant 0.437 0.257 1.114 1.578 1.057 1.540 0.875

Cluster 0.445 0,250 1,080 1.618 1.032 1.632 0.857

Exact 0.275 1.000 1.875 1.000 1.875 1.000

scheme is made possible not only by the symmetry of
the lattice and of the cells; its applicabi1ity essentially
relies on the peculiar character of the linear weights,
which remain invariant in form under power raising.

In Tables I, II and III, results obtained by our vari-
ous matching schemes for Ising models are reported
and compared with data from exact solutions or ap-
proximate series methods.

e note that, even if sometimes the big cell cal-
culations involve a rather large number of spins, this
is compensated in some sense by the extreme simpli-
city of the approximations, leading to rather straight-
forward computer calculations. What is most satis-
factory, in general, compared with the usual standard
of real-space renormalization results, is the accuracy
of the predicted critical couplings; as in the case of
the s =3, 4, and 5 Potts systems, discussed below,
these always turn out to deviate only by a few per-
cent from their exact or expected value. The esti-
mates of the thermal exponents are also quite satis-

factory in most of the cases, whereas the magnetic
ones turn out to be poorer in general. The slight but
definite tendency to improvement of lr'. , and h. $'",
when one considers matchings between larger cells in
the square lattice, is also worth noting (see Table II).

We used the same kind of matching procedures for
the three-state Potts system on the triangular lattice,
using three- and nine-spin cells like in the Ising case,
and for the s-state system (s =3, 4, and 5) on the
square lattice with four- and nine-spin square cells;
also in this case a cell of 16-spins with s =5 would
not be treatable with the computer, so we turned to
the above discussed variant.

We limited ourselves to give estimates of the ther-
mal critical properties. As can be seen from Table
IV, the agreement of the critical couplings with the
exact ones" is even more satisfactory than in the Is-
ing, s =2, case. Also the trend of the y~ exponents,
with varying s, is in qualitative accordance with what
should be expected. '

TABLE II. Results for the Ising model on the square lattice; both in the cluster and in the cumulant approximation case, each
row corresponds to one of the three possible independent matchings that one can impose on the transformations. f,f, and
y(4)

(I)
y7' y (I) y

(I')
yy' y

(I')
y (I,I')
yy' '

Cumulant
0.327
0.325
0.165

0.409
0.413
0.417

1.209
1.212
1.172

1.682
1.698
1.696

1.164
1.142
1.148

1.655
1.655
1.679

0.955
0.956
0.964

Cluster
0.330
0.329
0.169

0.411
0.414
0.417

1.229
1.231
1.184

1.705
1.713
1.720

1.180
1.156
1.159

1.699
1.702
1.716

0.954
0.960
0.973

Exact 0,441 1.000 1.875 1,000 1.875 1,000
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TABLE III. Results for the three-dimensional Ising model. Contrary to the general trend, in this case the bigger-cell thermal
exponents turn out to be slightly poorer than the small-cell ones.

q (K, ) Kc
(2)

yy y (2) y (3) y (2, 3)
yy' '

C umulant 0.244 0.214 1.351 2.047 1.332 2.033 1.159

Cluster 0.245 0.212 1,378 2.130 1.337 2 ~ 136 1.161

Series expansion 0.2135 1,587 2.485 1,587 2.485 1 ~ 587

The relative accuracy of the results obtained also
for these Potts systems makes us confident that it
should generally make sense to require from approxi-
mate transformations to satisfy exact group structure
properties, at least as far as the weights have the
form (2.4).

We close this section by noting that nothing can
be done, in all the above examples, in order to get
magnetic exponents hq", analogous to the thermal
yP'). The reason lies in the particular symmetry with

respect to the h variable, which forces us to assume q
and r to be even functions of h, thus with a strictly
zero derivative at the fixed point.

V. AN APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR
TRANSFORM ATIONS

In this section, we report on some applications of
the above ideas to nonlinear transformations of a
form generally used in the free-energy optimalization
approach. ' ' The results, in our opinion, are in-

teresting both because they provide explicit examples
of situations in which no strict matching can be ob-

tained, and because, on the other hand, they can be
interpreted in a way which leads to analogous conclu-
sions as in the variational context.

We consider two-dimensional Ising systems and
weight functions of the form-

1

P~((p, j, (o j) = /]exp q X(P-, o;)
a isa

—inTr expq g(y, -, o.;)
isa

(5.1)

where a runs over three-spin (I = v 3) and four-spin
(I =2) cells in the triangular and square lattices,
respectively. The square of P„(P,)', is then comput-
ed according to Eq. (3.1).

The approximations used to compute the transfor-
mations associated with P~ and (P~)2 are first-order
cumulant expansions, with the intracell Hamiltonian
of the corresponding spin cells being chosen as un-

perturbed part.
(I')The plots of qo)(K') and qt')(K') for both lat-

TABLE IV. Results of the matchings for the s =3, 4, and 5 two-dimensional potts systems (cumulant approximation).

Lattice q( )(K ) yPl) Exact' or series
results

s=3 Triangular

Square 2

0,455

0,343

0,412

0.648

1 ~ 152

1.295

1.108

1.252

0.965

1.064

K =0.421;y& = 1.174

K, =0.670;y&=1.174

Square 0.356 0.817 1.355 1.313 1.139 K, =0.824;y&=1.290

s=5 0.367 0.947 1.396 1.356 1.193 K, ~0.939; first order'

'Reference 11. Reference 12. 'Reference 13.
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l

l

I

I

l

I

I I

KjKj
(/2)FIG, 2, Schematic behavior of q(' and q
' in the non-

linear cases. K/ and K 2 denote the asymptotic values of K'
(/2)for q

' and q going to infinity.

mations, as reported in Table V, show the best
agreement of E', yT, and yq with the exact values in
this asymptotic situation. At infinite value of q, the
transformations induced by the weights of the form
(5.1) are called majority rule transformations. '

It is worth mentioning here that the transforma-
tions induced by our P, 's and by their squares, if
analyzed from the point of view of free-energy op-
timalization, in the cumulant approximations con-
sidered, also turn out to be optimal for q = ~. This
had already been remarked by van Saarloos et al.
and by Barber'4 for weights like Eq. (5.1), and it can
be verified along similar lines in the case of our
(P )'s.

VI. SFIN-2 XYSYSTEM IN TWO DIMENSIONS

Unlike the previous ones, the application we want
to discuss in this section is within a context in which
very little is reliably known from various approximate
methods. Our aim here is thus mainly to outline
some possibilities and focus some problems, rather
than to draw any, even tentative, conclusions.

%e are concerned with the spin- —XY model on a
2

triangular lattice, with Hamiltonian

H(la )) = K X(o,"og+ofoi~)
(o&

(6.1)

tices have a shape of the kind schematically
represented in Fig. 2, i.e. , there is no matching
abscissa, unlike that in the previous cases. The

(/2)behavior of both q
' and q" is such that they ap-

4'

proach vertical asymptotes at E/ and E 2, respec-

tively, and the absolute value of the difference
between the K' 's, which give rise to an identical

(/')value of q(' and q(', is appreciably decreasing with
the increasing of this value for q, reaching its

minimum, l&r" —lt.'2 l, asymptotically at

q
(/)

q
(/2)

This would suggest us to consider as optimal both
transformations, when the parameter value is taken
to be infinite. Indeed, in both cases, all the transfor-

where the cr's here are Pauli spin- —, operator com-

ponents.
One of the few facts about which little doubt seems

to exist at present is that the spin- —, XY model in

two dimensions undergoes some kind of finite tem-
perature phase transition. The particular, continuous
symmetry of Eq. (6.1) and the dimensionality d =2,
however, make it very difficult to predict the nature
of this transition. Nevertheless, a recent application
of quantum renormalization methods. "seems to
favor the possibility that the transition is of the same
type as that expected, on the basis of other theoreti-
cal approaches, for the classical, spin-~, XYsys-
tem. ' " According to these theories, what one

TABLE V. Critical properties given by the nonlinear transformations at ri = ~. I = K3 and 3, in the triangular and square lat-
tice case, respectively.

Lattice KI K2 Exact K, y
(/2)

Triangular

Square

Exact

0.335

0.519

0,316

0.476

0.275

0.441

0,882

1.005

1.000

2.034

2.145

1.875

0.899

1.000

1.000

1.857

2.000

1.875
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should expect working with a linear renormalization
transformation" is to find fixed points with marginal
temperature behavior, i.e., with yT =0.

This marginality, which implies exponential rather
than power law temperature singularities, is connect-
ed with the fact that the system, instead of displaying
only one isolated critical point, is expected to have a
whole line of critical points in the low-temperature
region. When applying the quantum real-space re-
normalization approach to our system, this special
behavior of the transformation, i.e. , the fixed point
with temperature marginality, is nev'er seen with
first-order cumulant expansions, but is seen in
second order when the transformations themselves
acquire a much richer structure. The first-order ap-
proximations always predict, for every value of the
parameter, an isolated critical point, with a power law

temperature singularity.
Thus, in order to test the consistency of these

first-order approximations, and to fix the parameter
value in the transformations, we have applied our
matching procedure.

%e have evaluated in a suitable first-order cumu-
lant approximation a linear transformation in which
the basic cell is the familiar triangular three-spin cell
(I = &3); for the details of this kind of calculations
and, in general, for the formulation of renormaliza-
tion approaches in the quantum context, we refer to
Ref. 15 and to other references quoted therein. By a
considerable computational effort, in this case, we
have then been able to compute the square of this
transformation, with nine-spin cells (I =3), in an
analogous kind of approximation. This essentially
amounted to diagonalizing numerically the 2 x 2

matrix representing the unperturbed intracell Hamil-
tonian of a nine-spin cell; exploiting the symmetry of
Eq. (6.1) and of the cell, the maximum size of the
blocks to be diagonalized reduced to 42 x 42.

Unlike in all the numerous cases discussed in Sec.
IV, for this model the matching of the fixed points

q(+3) q(3)

qI~3)

5%-

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

0.5 Km &.0

FIG. 3. Relative difference (q ~ —q )/q ~ between
1

q
~ and q for the spin-2 XYsystem as a function of K'.

1

K~ denotes the abscissa of the relative minimum.

turned out not to have taken place, i.e. , q = q "~(K')
(l2) '

and q = qt' '(K") have no intersection for finite K'.
The situation is graphically reported in Fig. 3, where

(I')the percentual deviation (q"' —qt' ') (q'") ' is given
as a function of K', in a reasonably large interval.
Instead of crossing the K' axis at a finite abscissa

K, this quantity has a positive (=3%) minimum at
K' = K =—0.8.

We thus see' that the transformations considered in
this approximation never strictly satisfy, at their
fixed points, the exact group structure relationship
which follows from their definition. The situation is
similar, in some respects, to that of the previous sec-
tion, with the difference, however, that there the

(l2)curves q =q'"(K") and q = q" '(K") had veritcal
asymptotes, and that the situation closest to matching
was reached there for a boundary value of q (q = ~).

A possible tentative conclusion is that the applica-
tion of the method indicates a location for the critical

point around the value K . In fact, when working
with higher-order approximations, a fixed point, but
now with marginal temperature eigenvalue, can al-
ways be located around 0.6 -0.7.

Just as a conjecture, we would also like to interpret
the above result as telling us that, as far as the criti-
cal behavior is concerned, the predictions obtained by.
the above approximate transformations, even at
K' =K, are not very reliable.

In any case, the very peculiar behavior found in
this case further enforces our suspicion that the tran-
sition undergone by the spin-

2
XY model is of a

somewhat unusual nature, quite different from those
of Potts-like systems.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the literature on the real-space renormalization
approach to critical phenomena, up to now little at-
tention has been paid to possible consequences of the
group structure properties of the transformations.

The present paper was to some extent intended tp
fill this gap. We have shown that these group struc-
ture properties, if properly used, can play an impor-
tant practical and conceptual role in the ~hole ap-
proach; combined with very simple approximations
they did yield rather accurate predictions of the criti-
cal parameters in most of the cases. Indeed, one of
the advantages of our method is that it is not neces-
sary to use sophisticated approximations for obtaining
this accuracy.

It is, ho~ever, natural to ask how the described
schemes could eventually be adapted to more compli-
cated transformations like, e.g., those that are gen-
erated in higher dimensional even interaction spaces
by second-order cumulant or many-cell cluster ap-
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proximations. '

For a satisfactory treatment of these cases, one
should in general work with weight factors containing
as many independent parameters as there are interac-
tion couplings, in such a way as to obtain eventually
the complete, multidimensional matching of the fixed
points. This would of course make the whole pro-
cedure quite complicated and of no practical use.

We have tried to proceed in a simplified way, by

looking for a matching of the critical nearest-neighbor
couplings only; we did this with the previously de-
fined one-parameter transformations ft 3~ and fo',
in the triangular lattice, computed now up to second
order in the cumulant expansions. Contrary to what

might be expected, however, the desired matching
did not take place in this particular case, probably be-

cause of the linear extrapolations involved in the ac-
tual computation of the critical couplings. '

In order to make the procedure compatible with

complicated approximations, a more practical, and
perhaps more successful direction to follow could be
to use still one-parameter dependent weights and to
convert the transformations from the start into effec-
tive ones, working on the nearest-neighbor coupling
only. A reduction of this type, taking into account
further neighbor interactions in some mean-field ap-,

proximation and disregarding the effect of multispin
couplings, has been recently proposed as a tool for
getting tractable tra'nsformations. '

Efforts in this direction would hopefully provide us
with further insight into the open problems concern-
ing the two-dimensional spin- —XY system.
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